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On the Design of Differential Kronecker
Product Beamformers
Gal Itzhak , Jacob Benesty , and Israel Cohen , Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—In this paper, we present a generalized approach for
differential microphone array (DMA) beamforming in the shorttime Fourier transform (STFT) domain. We propose a multistage
beamforming approach, which considers a Kronecker product
(KP) decomposition of the global beamformer into two independent sub-beamformers. We derive differential KP beamformers
according to different criteria and analyze their performances,
which are tuned by three design parameters. These parameters
allow a high beamforming design flexibility; in particular, nondifferential or non-KP beamformers may be obtained as special
cases. Depending on the selection of parameters, we demonstrate
a preferable performance with the new approach with respect to
the white noise gain and directivity factor measures. In addition, we
consider the task of speech enhancement. We show that differential
KP beamformers perform better than non-differential and non-KP
beamformers in terms of the quality and intelligibility of their respective time-domain enhanced signals, particularly in moderately
reverberant environments.
Index Terms—Differential beamforming, kronecker product
decomposition, microphone arrays, optimal beamformer, uniform
linear arrays.

I. INTRODUCTION
OMMUNICATION systems in the real world involving
audio and speech signals are typically required to operate
in the presence of undesirable background noise that might
heavily corrupt their quality. Taking advantage of a multichannel
structure, the notion of beamforming has been in the center of
attention to cope with this problem, being addressed in numerous
researches [1]–[4]. Traced back to almost a century ago [5], [6],
differential microphone arrays (DMAs) have been proposed and
optimized with the underlying principle of exploiting acoustic
pressure differences among adjacent microphones [7]–[11]. This
principle implies arrays of small sizes and frequency-invariant
beampatterns [12]–[16].
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Typically, in order to design high-order DMAs which were
capable of obtaining a significant amount of noise reduction, a
multistage approach was taken. That is, the operation of differentiating acoustic pressure observations was successively repeated,
in analogy to high-order derivatives of analytic functions [17],
[18]. This approach was implemented in the time domain. Unfortunately, it was highly susceptible to array mismatches and
imperfections [19]–[21], making it less appealing under practical conditions. Consequently, DMA design in the short-time
Fourier transform (STFT) domain was introduced, providing a
robust framework that is based on a single stage with linear
matrix operations. Despite its simplicity, it is still capable of
satisfying spatial constraints while simultaneously minimizing
residual noise, in either fixed or adaptive settings [22], [23].
Nevertheless, due to the simple single-stage structure and inherent linear nature, the noise reduction capabilities of DMAs
are limited. Recently, the design of DMAs in the STFT-domain
was generalized to a multistage structure [24]. This technique
was shown to be effective to reduce diffuse noise and to handle
reverberant environments, though a significant drawback was its
white noise amplification.
DMAs in the STFT domain were thoroughly analyzed and
adapted into many variations. One recent example is Kronecker
product (KP) beamforming, in which a global beamformer is decomposed into a KP of independent sub-beamformers that may
be individually designed and optimized [25]–[30]. The main
advantage of KP beamformers is their great design flexibility.
That is, each sub-beamformer may be optimized by a different
criterion, yielding a global beamformer that is “optimized” according to all criteria. The relative sizes of the sub-beamformers
set the trade-off for the optimization of the global beamformer.
In this paper, we present a differential KP beamforming
approach in the STFT domain, which generalizes the approach
in [24]. We propose a multistage approach, which considers a
KP decomposition of the global beamformer into two independent sub-beamformers. We derive differential KP beamformers
according to different criteria and analyze their performances,
tuned by three design parameters. These parameters facilitate
high design flexibility; in particular, non-differential or non-KP
beamformers may be obtained as special cases. Depending on
the selection of parameters, we demonstrate a preferable performance using the new approach with respect to the white noise
gain (WNG) and directivity factor (DF) measures. This may turn
important in practice when considering microphones whose selfnoise is significant or scenarios of considerable reverberation.
In addition, we consider the task of speech enhancement. We
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show that differential KP beamformers perform better than nondifferential and non-KP beamformers in terms of the quality and
intelligibility of their respective time-domain enhanced signals,
particularly in moderately reverberant environments.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we
briefly review the multistage differential beamforming approach
in the STFT domain. In Section III, we present the differential
KP beamforming approach and reformulate the problem in terms
of two independent sub-beamformers. Then, in Section IV,
performance measures are derived accordingly. We present the
familiar beamforming design measures as they are expressed
in the context of differential KP beamforming. Section V is
dedicated to the derivation of five differential KP beamformers,
each of which is designed with respect to a different optimization
criterion. Then, in Section VI, we perform a simulative study
in an anechoic environment, followed by simulations of speech
signals in a reverberant room as well as with array imperfections.
Finally, we summarize this work in Section VII.

of the same kind and have the same level of imperfections.
Considering directional interferences and spherically isotropic
(diffuse) noise, it implies that the power of the received signals
is similar in all microphones, that is, the distance between the
signal source to the array reference microphone is much bigger
than the interelement spacing. Clearly, this is a restatement of
the farfield signal model. Consequently, the variance of Ym is
φYm = φY = φX + φV , where φX is the variance of X.
Let P be a positive integer with 0 ≤ P < M . We can transform the observed signal vector y of length M to a P th-order
forward spatial difference of y of length M (P ) = M − P ,
i.e., [24]
y(P ) = Δ(P ) y,
with y(0) = y, where

Δ(P )

II. SIGNAL MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
We consider a uniform linear array (ULA), consisting of M ≥
2 omnidirectional microphones with an interelement spacing
equal to δ. Let us assume that a farfield plane wave propagates
from an azimuth angle θ in an anechoic acoustic environment at
the speed of sound, i.e., c = 340 m/s, and impinges on this ULA.
In this scenario, the corresponding steering vector (of length M )
is [31]

dθ,M (f ) = 1 e−j2πf δ cos θ/c
··· e


−j(M −1)2πf δ cos θ/c T

,

⎤
··· 0
··· 0 ⎥
⎥
.. ⎥
..
. . ⎦
· · · cT(P )

(4)

c(P ) = (−1)P

P
0

(−1)P −1
··· −

P
1

P
P −1

T
1

(5)

is a vector of length P + 1, and
P
j

=

P!
j! (P − j)!

is the binomial coefficient. The major benefit with the difference
observed signal vector, y(P ) of length M (P ), for P > 0, is that
it is less sensitive to diffuse noise as compared to y; in fact, the
larger is the value of P , the higher is the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) of y(P ) . However, y(P ) is more sensitive to white noise.
It can be shown that (3) can be expressed as [24]
y(P ) = τ0P d0,M (P ) X + v(P )
= x(P ) + v(P ) ,

(6)

τ0 = e−j2πf δ/c − 1

(7)

where

= x(f ) + v(f )
= d0,M (f )X(f ) + v(f ),

cT(P ) 0
⎢ 0 cT(P )
⎢
=⎢ .
..
⎣ ..
.
0
0

is a matrix of size M (P ) × M , with Δ(0) = IM , which is the
M × M identity matrix,

(1)

√
where f is the temporal frequency, j = −1 is the imaginary
unit, and the superscript T is the transpose operator.
In order to be in the optimal working conditions of differential
beamforming, we assume that the desired source comes from the
direction θs = 0 and δ is small [13]. Note that in Section VI-C
we demonstrate that our proposed approach is robust to small
deviations in the values of θs and δ. In this case, we can express
the frequency-domain observed signal vector of length M as [32]
T

y(f ) = Y1 (f ) Y2 (f ) · · · YM (f )

⎡

(3)

(2)

where Ym (f ) is the mth microphone signal, x(f ) =
d0,M (f )X(f ), d0,M (f ) is the steering vector at θ = 0, X(f )
is the zero-mean desired source signal, v(f ) is the zero-mean
additive noise signal vector defined similarly to y(f ), and X(f )
and v(f ) are incoherent. In the rest, in order to simplify the
notation, we drop the dependence on the temporal frequency,
f . For a small and compact array, it is reasonable to assume
that the variance of the noise is the same at all sensors, i.e.,
φV = φV1 = φV2 = · · · = φVM , with φVm = E(|Vm |2 ), m =
1, 2, . . . , M and E(·) denoting mathematical expectation. The
meaning of this assumption is as follows. Considering the selfnoise of the microphones, it implies that all of them are, roughly,

is a frequency-dependent variable, d0,M (P ) is the steering vector
of length M (P ) at θ = 0, and v(P ) = Δ(P ) v. We deduce that
the M (P ) × M (P ) covariance matrix of y(P ) is
T
Φy(P ) = φX |τ0 |2P d0,M (P ) dH
0,M (P ) + Δ(P ) Φv Δ(P )

= φX |τ0 |2P d0,M (P ) dH
0,M (P ) + Φv(P )
T
= φX |τ0 |2P d0,M (P ) dH
0,M (P ) + φV Δ(P ) Γv Δ(P )

= φX |τ0 |2P d0,M (P ) dH
0,M (P ) + φV Γv(P ) ,

(8)

where Φv is the covariance matrix of v, Γv = Φv /φV , and
Γv(P ) = Δ(P ) Γv ΔT(P ) .
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III. DIFFERENTIAL KRONECKER PRODUCT BEAMFORMING
Assume that M (P ) = M − P = Ma × Mb , where
Ma , Mb ≥ 1. Then, one can verify that the steering vector
dθ,M (P ) can be decomposed as [27]
dθ,M (P ) = aθ ⊗ bθ ,
where

−P
and hH
In the rest, we choose hH
a a0 = τ0
b b0 = 1, so that (19)
is satisfied.
Furthermore, we will often use the following relationships:

ha ⊗ hb = (ha ⊗ IMb ) hb

(20)

= (IMa ⊗ hb ) ha ,

(21)

(9)

where IMb and IMa are the identity matrices of sizes Mb × Mb
and Ma × Ma , respectively.



aθ = 1 e−j2πf Mb δ cos θ/c
· · · e−j(Ma −1)2πf Mb δ cos θ/c

T

T

IV. PERFORMANCE MEASURES

(10)

is the steering vector (of length Ma ) corresponding to a ULA
of Ma sensors with an interelement spacing equal to Mb δ, ⊗ is
the Kronecker product, and

bθ = 1 e−j2πf δ cos θ/c
· · · e−j(Mb −1)2πf δ cos θ/c

1399

In this section, we express common performance measures
according to the differential KP beamforming approach.
The first useful measure discussed in this section is the beampattern, which describes the sensitivity of the beamformer to
a plane wave (source signal) impinging on the ULA from the
direction θ. Mathematically, it is defined as
Bθ (h) = τθP hH dθ,M (P )

(11)

H
= τθP × hH
a aθ × h b b θ

is the steering vector (of length Mb ) corresponding to a ULA
of Mb sensors with an interelement spacing equal to δ. As a
consequence, the signal model in (6) becomes
y(P ) = τ0P (a0 ⊗ b0 ) X + v(P )
and its covariance matrix is

 

H
Φy(P ) = φX |τ0 |2P a0 aH
0 ⊗ b0 b0 + φV Γv(P ) .

(12)

(13)

Because of the particular structure of the steering vector in (9)
and in order to fully exploit this structure, we propose (global)
beamformers of the form:
h = ha ⊗ h b ,

(14)

where ha and hb are two complex-valued linear filters of lengths
Ma and Mb , respectively. Then, in the proposed context, linear
beamforming is performed by applying h [from (14)] to y(P )
[from (12)], i.e.,
Z = hH y(P )
= hH x(P ) + hH v(P )
= Xfd + Vrn ,

(15)

where Z is the estimate of the desired signal, X,
Xfd = τ0P (ha ⊗ hb )H (a0 ⊗ b0 ) X

 H 
hb b0 X
= τ0P hH
a a0

(16)

(17)

is the residual noise. We deduce that the variance of Z is

2  H 2
 h b b 0  φ X
φZ = |τ0 |2P hH
a a0
+ φV (ha ⊗ hb )H Γv(P ) (ha ⊗ hb ) .
We see from Xfd that the distortionless constraint is
 H  H 
ha a0 hb b0 = τ0−P .

τθ = e−j2πf δ cos θ/c − 1,

(19)

(23)

H
Bθ,a (ha ) = τθP hH
a aθ , and Bθ,b (hb ) = hb bθ . The global
beampattern is composed of three terms: the first one, τθP ,
emphasizes the directivity of the pattern; the second term, hH
a aθ ,
is the beampattern of the first ULA with an interelement spacing
equal to Mb δ, and the last term, hH
b bθ , corresponds to the
beampattern of the second ULA with an interelement spacing
equal to δ.
From (2), we easily find that the input SNR is

iSNR =

φX
.
φV

(24)

The output SNR is defined [from the variance of Z, see (18)] as

2
|τ0 |2P hH d0,M (P ) 
φX
.
(25)
oSNR (h) =
×
φV
hH Γv(P ) h
The definition of the gain in SNR is obtained from the previous
definitions, i.e.,

=

oSNR (h)
iSNR

2
|τ0 |2P hH d0,M (P ) 
hH Γv(P ) h

.

(26)

We can rewrite this gain as
G (ha , hb ) =

(18)

(22)

where

G (h) =

is the filtered desired signal, and
Vrn = (ha ⊗ hb )H v(P )

= Bθ,a (ha ) × Bθ,b (hb ) ,


2  H 2
 h b 0 
|τ0 |2P hH
a a0
b

(ha ⊗ hb )H Γv(P ) (ha ⊗ hb )

.

(27)

When hb is fixed, given, and satisfies the distortionless constraint, i.e., hH
b b0 = 1; then, we can express the gain as

2

|τ0 |2P hH
a a0
G (ha |hb ) = H
,
(28)
ha Γv(P ) ,b ha
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where
H

Γv(P ) ,b = (IMa ⊗ hb ) Γv(P ) (IMa ⊗ hb ) .

(29)

In the same way, when ha is fixed, given, and satisfies the dis−P
tortionless constraint, i.e., hH
a a0 = τ0 ; then, we can express
the gain as
 H 2
h b 0 
,
(30)
G (hb |ha ) = H b
hb Γv(P ) ,a hb
where
Γv(P ) ,a = (ha ⊗ IMb )H Γv(P ) (ha ⊗ IMb ) .

(31)

One important measure which expresses the sensitivity of the
ULA to spatially white noise is the WNG, which is defined by
taking Γv = IM , i.e.,

2
|τ0 |2P hH d0,M (P ) 
W (h) =
hH Δ(P ) ΔT(P ) h

2  H 2
 h b 0 
|τ0 |2P hH
a a0
b
=
H
(ha ⊗ hb ) Δ(P ) ΔT(P ) (ha ⊗ hb )
= W (ha , hb ) ,


2

|τ0 |2P hH
a a0


 .
H
T
(I
hH
⊗
h
)
Δ
Δ
(I
⊗
h
)
ha
M
b
M
b
(P
)
a
a
a
(P )

(33)

Similarly, when ha is fixed, given, and satisfies the distortion−P
we have
less constraint, i.e., hH
a a0 = τ0
W (hb |ha ) =

 H 2
h b 0 

hH
b (ha ⊗ IMb )

H

Δ(P ) ΔT(P )



(ha ⊗ IMb ) hb

.

D (h) =

=

=

1
2
1
2



π

|B0 (h)|

0

π
0

Γd,a =

2
|τθ |2P aθ aH
θ |Bθ,b (hb )| sin θdθ.

2



1
2



π
0

2
bθ bH
θ |Bθ,a (ha )| sin θdθ.

π/2

0

π

|Bθ,a (ha )|2 |Bθ,b (hb )|2 sin θdθ

|Bθ,a (ha )|2 |Bθ,b (hb )|2 sin θdθ

= F (ha , hb ) .

F (ha |hb ) =

Γb,b =


2  H 2
 h b 0 
|τ0 |2P hH
a a0
b

(41)

When hb is fixed and given; then, we can express the FBR as




|Bθ,a (ha )| |Bθ,b (hb )| sin θdθ

(40)

π/2

π/2

2

2

(38)

Finally, the last measure of interest in this section is the frontto-back ratio (FBR), which is defined as the ratio of the power of
the output of the array to signals propagating from the front-half
plane to the output power for signals arriving from the rear-half
plane. This ratio, for the spherically isotropic (diffuse) noise
field, is mathematically defined as
 π/2
|Bθ (h)|2 sin θdθ
0
F (h) =  π
|Bθ (h)|2 sin θdθ

π/2

Γf,b =

|B0,a (ha )| |B0,b (hb )|

0
π
π/2

hH
a Γf,b ha
,
hH
a Γb,b ha

2
|τθ |2P aθ aH
θ |Bθ,b (hb )| sin θdθ,

2
|τθ |2P aθ aH
θ |Bθ,b (hb )| sin θdθ.

(42)

(43)
(44)

Similarly, when ha is fixed and given; then, we can express the
FBR as

(ha ⊗ hb )H Δ(P ) Γd ΔT(P ) (ha ⊗ hb )

= D (ha , hb ) ,



where

where

|Bθ (h)| sin θdθ

(36)

In an analogous way, when ha is fixed, given, and satisfies the
−P
distortionless constraint, i.e., hH
a a0 = τ0 ; then, we can write
the DF as
 H 2
h b 0 
,
(39)
D (hb |ha ) = H b
hb Γd,a hb

2

2

π

Γd,b

1
=
2

2

0



where

(34)

Another important measure, which quantifies how the microphone array performs in the presence of reverberation is the DF.
Considering the spherically isotropic (diffuse) noise field, the
DF is defined as

sin [2πf (j − i)δ/c]
.
2πf (j − i)δ/c

When hb is fixed, given, and satisfies the distortionless constraint, i.e., hH
b b0 = 1; then, we can express the DF as

2

|τ0 |2P hH
a a0
D (ha |hb ) =
,
(37)
H
ha Γd,b ha

=

b



(Γd )ij =

(32)

which can only be expressed as a product of the WNGs of the
two sub-beamformers for P = 0.
When hb is fixed, given, and satisfies the distortionless constraint, i.e., hH
b b0 = 1; then, we can express the WNG as
W (ha |hb ) =

where the elements of the diffuse noise coherence matrix Γd are
given by

(35)

F (hb |ha ) =

hH
b Γf,a hb
,
hH
b Γb,a hb

(45)
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where



B. Null Steering
π/2

Γf,a =
0


Γb,a =

1401

π

π/2

2
bθ bH
θ |Bθ,a (ha )| sin θdθ,

(46)

2
bθ bH
θ |Bθ,a (ha )| sin θdθ.

(47)

V. EXAMPLES OF OPTIMAL DIFFERENTIAL KP BEAMFORMERS
In this section, we propose five types of differential KP beamformers, each designed with respect to a different optimization
criterion.
A. Maximum White Noise Gain

where

Let us start with the WNG measure. It is not possible to get a
closed-form expression beamformer from the maximization of
the WNG. However, using the alternating least-squares (ALS)
strategy [33], [34], we can derive the maximum WNG (MWNG)
beamformer iteratively from
H
−P
min hH
a ΓΔ,b ha s. t. ha a0 = τ0 ,

(48)

H
min hH
b ΓΔ,a hb s. t. hb b0 = 1,

(49)

ha

hb

whose solution is easily obtained by
ΓΔ,b −1 a0
ha,MWNG =  P ∗ H
,
τ0 a0 ΓΔ,b −1 a0
hb,MWNG

Now, assume that we have one interference source impinging
on the array from the direction θi = θs = 0 that we would like
to completely cancel, i.e., to steer a null in that direction and,
meanwhile, recover the desired source coming from the direction
θs = 0. One possible approach to achieve such a behaviour is to
have a null in the beampattern Bθ,b (hb ), which implies a null
in the global beampattern Bθ (h), and a null constraint on the
filter hb . Then, by including the distortionless constraint, we
can write the constraint equation as

1
H
C hb =
,
(59)
0

(50)

ΓΔ,a −1 b0
= H
,
b0 ΓΔ,a −1 b0

(51)



C = b 0 b θi

is the constraint matrix of size Mb × 2 whose two columns are
linearly independent. To find this filter, we maximize the WNG
by taking (59) into account, i.e.,

1
H
Γ
h
s.
t.
C
h
=
.
(61)
min hH
b
b Δ,a b
0
hb
From this criterion, we get the following null-steering (NS)
beamformer:

−1 1 
−1
H −1
hb,NS = ΓΔ,a C C ΓΔ,a C
.
(62)
0
For the other beamformer, we may choose ha,MWNG in (50).
Therefore, the (global) proposed NS beamformer is obtained,
iteratively, by
(n)

(n)

ΓΔ,a = (ha,MWNG ⊗ IMb )

H

Δ(P ) ΔT(P ) (ha,MWNG

⊗ IMb ),
(52)

ΓΔ,b = (IMa ⊗ hb,MWNG )H Δ(P ) ΔT(P ) (IMa ⊗ hb,MWNG ).
(53)
As a result, at iteration n, the global MWNG beamformer is
(n)

(n)

(n)

hMWNG = ha,MWNG ⊗ hb,MWNG ,

(54)

where
(n)
ha,MWNG

ΓΔ,b a0
= 
,
∗
(n) −1
τ0P aH
Γ
a
0
0
Δ,b
(n) −1

(n)
hb,MWNG

=

ΓΔ,a

b0

(n) −1

bH
0 ΓΔ,a

(n)

C. Maximum Directivity Factor
Let us focus on the DF measure. In a similar manner to the
MWNG beamformer, we can derive the maximum DF (MDF)
beamformer iteratively from
H
−P
min hH
a Γd,b ha s. t. ha a0 = τ0 ,

(65)

H
min hH
b Γd,a hb s. t. hb b0 = 1.

(66)

ha

(55)

hb

We get
,

(56)

b0

ha,MDF = 

and the iteratively updated coherence matrices are given by
ΓΔ,a = (ha,MWNG ⊗ IMb )H Δ(P ) ΔT(P ) (ha,MWNG ⊗ IMb ),
(57)
(n)

(n)

ΓΔ,b = (IMa ⊗ hb,MWNG )H Δ(P ) ΔT(P ) (IMa ⊗ hb,MWNG ).
(58)
(n−1)

(63)

where ha,MWNG is identical to the expression in (55) and


−1
1
(n)
(n) −1
(n) −1
hb,NS = ΓΔ,a C CH ΓΔ,a C
.
(64)
0

(n) −1

(n)

(n)

hNS = ha,MWNG ⊗ hb,NS ,

where

(n)

(60)

(n−1)

hb,MDF =

Γ−1
d,b a0

,
∗ H −1
P
τ0 a0 Γd,b a0
Γ−1
d,a b0

−1
bH
0 Γd,a b0

.

(67)

(68)

As a result, at iteration n, the MDF beamformer is
(n)

(n)

(n)

hMDF = ha,MDF ⊗ hb,MDF ,

(69)
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where
(n) −1

(n)
ha,MDF

Γd,b a0
= 
,
∗
(n) −1
τ0P aH
0 Γd,b a0

(70)

(n) −1

(n)
hb,MDF

=

Γd,a

b0
−1
(n)

bH
0 Γd,a

,

(71)

b0

and the iteratively updated coherence matrices are
H



(n)
(n)
(n)
Γd,a = ha,MDF ⊗ IMb
Γd ha,MDF ⊗ IMb ,

(72)

H



(n)
(n−1)
(n−1)
Γd,b = IMa ⊗ hb,MDF
Γd IMa ⊗ hb,MDF .

(73)

We end this part by addressing a possible compromise between the WNG and DF measures. That is, taking advantage
of the KP decomposition, we can combine the MWNG and
MDF beamformers. For example, ha may be designed as a
MWNG beamformer (50) whereas hb can be chosen as the
MDF beamformer in (68). This would yield the global combined
MWNG/MDF beamformer, which, at iteration n, is given by
(n)

(n)

(n)

hMWNG/MDF = ha,MWNG ⊗ hb,MDF .

(74)

D. Maximum Front-to-Back Ratio
We turn our attention to the FBR measure. Employing the ALS
strategy, the maximum FBR (MFBR) beamformer is derived
from
max F (ha |hb ) ,

(75)

max F (hb |ha ) .

(76)

ha

hb

Let ta (resp. tb ) be the eigenvector corresponding to the max−1
imum eigenvalue of Γ−1
b,b Γf,b (resp. Γb,a Γf,a ). Then, the solutions are
ta
ha,MFBR =  P ∗ H ,
(77)
τ 0 a0 ta
hb,MFBR =

tb
,
bH
0 tb

(78)

where we took into account the distortionless constraints. We
deduce that, at iteration n, the MFBR beamformer is
(n)

(n)

(n)

hMFBR = ha,MFBR ⊗ hb,MFBR ,

(79)

in which the appropriate coherence matrices are iteratively updated in an identical manner to the MWNG and MDF beamformers.
VI. SIMULATIONS
A. Performance Study
In this part, we investigate the performance of each of the
differential KP beamformers presented in the former section in
anechoic environments and with different settings.
Let us begin with the MWNG differential KP beamformer,
hMWNG . We note that as all other differential KP beamformers

Fig. 1. WNG and DF measures with the MWNG differential KP beamformer,
hMWNG , with a varying number of iterations n. Simulation parameters: M =
10, (P = 2, Ma = 4, Mb = 2) and δ = 1 cm. (a) WNG and (b) DF.

presented in this paper, it is derived iteratively. Therefore, it is
important to get a notion of the convergence rate, i.e., to find
a satisfactory value of the number of iterations n. Fig. 1 shows
the WNG and DF measures with (P = 2, Ma = 4, Mb = 2)
for varying values of n and with initial sub-beamformers which
implement the identity function: a one in the first element and
zeros in the others. We observe that even for n = 2 convergence
is achieved, whereas the performances with n = 4 and n = 10
nearly overlap. This result was verified with all other beamformers and with varying values of (P, Ma , Mb ), to which we refer
to from now on as the “array settings.” Consequently, we will
use the value of n = 4 in the rest.
Next, we explore the WNG and DF performance of hMWNG
as a function of the array settings. These are demonstrated in
Fig. 2. To begin with, we note that in the non-differential case
(P = 0) the KP (Ma = 1 and Mb = 1) and non-KP (Ma = 1 or
Mb = 1) settings result in similar beamformers whose performances perfectly overlap. This is with accordance to Section VA as in this case Δ(P ) ΔT(P ) = IM , hMWNG converges to the
MWNG beamformer of [28] and W(hMWNG ) = M regardless
of Ma and Mb . As P increases, the DF performance improves
but the WNG deteriorates. In addition, for a fixed value of P ,
the influence of Ma and Mb is clearly observed. That is, with
the non-KP settings, a preferable WNG performance is attained,
whereas with the KP settings, the DF performance is preferable.
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Fig. 2. WNG and DF measures with the MWNG differential KP beamformer,
hMWNG , with different array settings (P, Ma , Mb ). Simulation parameters:
M = 10 and δ = 1 cm. (a) WNG and (b) DF.

Nonetheless, we observe, for example, that with (2,4,2) both
measures are higher than with (4,1,6) for frequencies above
2500 Hz. We infer that the parameter P has a more dominant
influence on the WNG-DF performance trade-off, whereas Ma
and Mb enable a more flexible, finer, tuning.
Next, we analyze the NS differential KP beamformer, hNS .
In our scenarios, the MN beamformer hb,MN is designed with
a unique null constraint in the direction θi = 90o . The corresponding WNG and DF measures are depicted in Fig. 3. To begin
with, we observe that in contrast to the MWNG differential KP
beamformer, with the NS differential KP beamformer the values
of Ma and Mb set the performance trade-off for a fixed value of
P even with P = 0. As with hMWNG , the larger P the better the
DF at the expense of the WNG, whereas the values of Ma and
Mb tune the trade-off even further. That is, with the KP settings
the DF performance is preferable with respect to the non-KP
settings but the WNG is worse. Additionally, comparing the
WNG performance of hMWNG and hNS for fixed settings, we
note that the latter is lower as a consequence of the additional
null constraint.
We now focus on the MDF differential KP beamformer,
hMDF , and the MWNG/MDF differential KP beamformer,
hMWNG/MDF , whose performances with arrays of M = 11,
13, and 15 microphones are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, respectively. As for high values of P white noise amplification
was shown to be significant, we set P = 1 and examine the
performance differences between the KP and non-KP versions

1403

Fig. 3. WNG and DF measures with the NS differential KP beamformer, hNS ,
with different array settings (P, Ma , Mb ). Simulation parameters: M = 10 and
δ = 1 cm. (a) WNG and (b) DF.

Fig. 4. WNG and DF measures with the MDF differential KP beamformer,
hMDF , with different array settings (P, Ma , Mb ). Simulation parameters: n =
4, δ = 1 cm and λ = 10−2 . (a) WNG and (b) DF.
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Fig. 5. WNG and DF measures with the MWNG/MDF differential KP
beamformer, hMWNG/MDF , with different array settings (P, Ma , Mb ) and
a varying number of microphones M . Simulation parameters: δ = 1 cm and
λ = 10−3 . (a) WNG and (b) DF.

of the differential beamformers. We point out that we use a small
regularization factor of λ = 10−2 when inverting the diffuse
noise coherence matrix. Firstly, we note that with the non-KP
settings hMDF and hMWNG/MDF are identical. Moreover, we
observe that the two types of settings result in two distinct
classes considering both performance measures, with the KP
versions exhibiting a superior WNG performance to the non-KP
versions but inferior DF performance. This separation is more
dominant with hMWNG/MDF than with hMDF , in particular in
higher frequencies. In all cases, increasing M improves both
performance measures.
Let us turn to the MFBR differential KP beamformer, hMFBR .
We maintain the same array settings used with hMDF and
hMWNG/MDF , and set a regularization factor of 10−2 with Γb,a
and Γb,b . As demonstrated in Fig. 6, the non-KP versions of
hMFBR are of a better DF performance than its KP versions but
of a worse WNG, particularly in high frequencies. The larger
M , the lower the frequency above which the former is true.
We deduce that with hMFBR , in a similar manner to hMDF and
hMWNG/MDF , the flexibility in setting Ma and Mb allows one
performance measure to improve at the expense of the other.
B. Speech Signals Simulations in Reverberant Environments
In this part, we demonstrate the performances of differential
KP beamformers on speech signals in practical simulated scenarios and reverberant environments. We investigate and compare

Fig. 6. WNG and DF measures with the MFBR differential KP beamformer,
hMFBR , with different array settings (P, Ma , Mb ). Simulation parameters:
n = 4 and δ = 1 cm. (a) WNG and (b) DF.

the performances of all the beamformers presented in the paper
with four distinct array settings of a M = 9 microphone array.
The reverberant simulations are performed as follows. We use
a room impulse response (RIR) generator [35] to simulate the reverberant noise-free signal received in each of the microphones.
The RIR generator is based on the image method of Allen and
Berkley [36]. We simulate a 6 × 6 × 3 m room in which a desired
speech signal source is located at (x, y, z) = (1, 1, 1.5) and an
uncorrelated directional interference is located at (x, y, z) =
(3, 3, 1.5). The desired speech signal, x(t), is a concatenation of
24 speech signals (12 speech signals per gender) with varying
dialects that are taken from the TIMIT database [37]. It is
sampled at a sampling rate of fs = 1/Ts = 16 kHz within the
signal duration T . A ULA consisting of M = 9 microphones is
located on the (1, y, 1.5)-axis, with y = 2.96 : 3.04. In addition
to the directional interference, two uncorrelated noise fields
are present: a white thermal Gaussian noise and a spherically
isotropic diffuse noise. The latter and the directional interference
are equally powerful, whereas the white thermal noise is 20 dB
weaker than each of them. Denoting the combined noise signal
at the reference (first) microphone in the time domain by v(t),
we may define the time-domain SNR (which is identical to the
broadband SNR) by
 2
x (t)dt
,
(80)
iSNRt = t 2
t v (t)dt
which is set to iSNRt = 0 dB.
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The noisy observations signal is transformed into the STFT
domain using 75% overlapping time frames and a Hamming
analysis window of length 256 (16 msec). Next, differential
KP beamformers with different array settings are independently
applied to the noisy signal to yield clean signal estimates in the
STFT domain, followed by an inverse STFT procedure to obtain
time-domain enhanced signals. The latter is carried out by using
the overlap-and-add method.
We simulate three reverberant scenarios with T60 ∈
{130 250, 400} msec, where T60 is defined by Sabine-Franklin’s
formula [38]. In each scenario, we design each of the five
beamformers presented in the paper with five different array
settings: (0,1,9)- a “classical” non-differential non-KP beamformer, (0,3,3)- a non-differential KP beamformer [27], (1,1,8)a differential non-KP beamformer [24], and (1,2,4) and (1,4,2)two distinct differential KP beamformers. The NS differential
KP beamformer hNS is designed with a single unique null in the
direction of the directional interference.
Next, we are interested in objectively quantifying the performance of each of the five beamformers with the five aforementioned array settings. We shall do that by individually examining
the power ratio of the following components of the time-domain
enhanced signals and the noisy observation signals of the first
microphone: the white thermal Gaussian noise, the diffuse noise,
the reverberant directional interference and the desired speech
signal reverberations. Formulating the noisy observation signal
in the time-domain in microphone m, we have
ym = xd ∗ gd,m + vi ∗ gi,m + vd,m + vw,m
= xm + xr,m + vr,m + vd,m + vw,m ,

(81)

where ∗ is the linear convolution operator, xd is the desired
speech signal, vi is the directional interference, vd,m and vw,m
are, respectively, the additive diffuse noise and white noise
in microphone m, gd,m is the RIR from the desired signal to
microphone m, gi,m is the RIR from the directional interference
to microphone m, and xm , xr,m , and vr,m are the direct path
desired signal, its reverberations and the reverberant interference
as received in microphone m, respectively. Additionally, we
define the same components of the second row of (81) with
respect to the time-domain enhanced speech signals by using the
subscript f. For example, xf is the enhanced direct path desired
signal and vw,f is the white noise component in the enhanced
speech signal. We note that the energies of the direct path desired
signal component in the first microphone and the enhanced direct
path desired signal were verified to equal up to a scale of 0.1 dB
in all scenarios and with all the beamformers.
We now address the white thermal noise and the diffuse noise.
Using the notations of (81), we define the diffuse noise reduction
(DNR) factor by


2
E vd,1

DNR = 
2
E vd,f

(82)

and the white noise reduction (WNR) factor by
 2 
E vw,1
.
WNR = 
2
E vw,f
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(83)

The DNR and WNR with each of the presented beamformers
and the discussed array settings appear in Table I. To begin
with, we note that, broadly, the (0,1,9)- and (0,3,3)-beamformers
attain a better (higher) WNR but a worse (lower) DNR (except
with hMDF ). Clearly, this is due to their non-differential nature.
Focusing on the three other array settings, we observe that
the KP beamformers exhibit a preferable WNR with hMDF ,
hMWNG/MDF , and hMFBR , hence mitigating the white noise
amplification issue of differential beamformers. This is with
accordance to the WNG performance addressed in the previous
sub-section and is considerably more significant with (1,4,2).
On the other hand, the DNR with (1,1,8) and these three beamformers is equal to or better than with the KP settings. Turning
to the hMWNG and hNS , we observe that the KP beamformers
exhibit a preferable DNR but worse WNR, with the performance
gaps being more significant with the latter beamformer. We infer
that the differential KP approach constitute a mean to flexibly
tune the desirable performance trade-off of mitigating the white
noise amplification and improving the diffuse noise attenuation.
Next, we define the desired signal reverberations reduction
(RR) factor by


E x2r,1
(84)
RR =  
E x2r,f
and the interference reduction (IR) factor by
 2 
E vr,1
IR =   .
2
E vr,f

(85)

We note that both factors are a function of the RIRs, as opposed
to the DNR and WNR. The RR and IR with the discussed
beamformers and array settings for T60 = 130 msec are shown
in Table II. It is stressed that except for with hNS , the differential beamformers attain a significantly higher IR than their
non-differential counterparts. In addition, with hNS , the latter
measure is considerably higher with (1,2,4) and (1,4,2) than with
(1,1,8), whereas with the other beamformers the IRs are roughly
equal. Focusing on the RR, the differential beamformers exhibit
a preferable performance, with the (1,4,2) settings attaining the
highest value with hNS and the (1,1,8) settings attaining the
highest values with hMDF , hMWNG/MDF , and hMFBR . The RR
performance with hMWNG is equal with the three differential
settings.
We turn to the T60 = 250 msec scenario for which the RR and
IR are shown in Table III. Firstly, we observe that, in general, the
RR increases and the IR decreases in comparison to the former
scenario. This may be explained as follows. In a non-reverberant
scenario, the RR is zero (which is low) and it is straightforward
to attain a very high value of the IR (for example, by placing a
null in the appropriate direction). As T60 increases, the desired
signal reverberations are more paramount and, therefore, there
is more room for a beamformer to reject these reverberations,
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TABLE I
THE DNR AND WNR FOR DIFFERENTIAL KP BEAMFORMERS WITH DIFFERENT ARRAY SETTINGS (P, Ma , Mb ). SIMULATION PARAMETERS: M = 9,
δ = 1 cm, n = 4, AND iSNRt = 0 dB

TABLE II
THE RR AND IR FOR DIFFERENTIAL KP BEAMFORMERS WITH DIFFERENT ARRAY SETTINGS (P, Ma , Mb ). SIMULATION PARAMETERS: T60 = 130 msec,
M = 9, δ = 1 cm, n = 4, AND iSNRt = 0 dB

TABLE III
THE RR AND IR FOR DIFFERENTIAL KP BEAMFORMERS WITH DIFFERENT ARRAY SETTINGS (P, Ma , Mb ). SIMULATION PARAMETERS: T60 = 250 msec,
M = 9, δ = 1 cm, n = 4, AND iSNRt = 0 dB

TABLE IV
THE RR AND IR FOR DIFFERENTIAL KP BEAMFORMERS WITH DIFFERENT ARRAY SETTINGS (P, Ma , Mb ). SIMULATION PARAMETERS: T60 = 400 msec,
M = 9, δ = 1 cm, n = 4, AND iSNRt = 0 dB

implying a higher possible RR value. On the other hand, as T60
increases, the reverberations of the directional interference are
greater scattered across the azimuth angle. Thus, the task of
rejecting the spatial interference turns more complex. In spite
of this observation, we note that the performance analysis of the
previous scenario remains valid, with the values of the RR and
IR change as explained but their corresponding differences with
varying settings and fixed beamformers are maintained.
Lastly, we relate the T60 = 400 msec scenario of Table IV. We
observe that indeed, according to the formerly discussed trend,
the RR values are higher but the IR values are lower. In addition,

the performance analysis of the two previous scenarios applies
for this scenario as well.
We end this part by examining the same three reverberant
scenarios discussed above from a different perspective. That
is, we analyze the average PESQ [39] and STOI [40] scores
of the time-domain enhanced speech signals. The results are
depicted in Fig 7. It is clear that in terms of the PESQ score
the (1,4,2)-beamformers are superior to their counterparts, excluding the hMWNG . Particularly, the performance gap is the
most significant in the T60 = 130 msec scenario. We observe
that in the three scenarios hNS exhibits the highest overall
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Fig. 7. Average PESQ and STOI scores of enhanced speech signals with the five differential KP beamformers presented in the paper and with five different array
settings (P, Ma , Mb ). Simulation parameters: M = 9, δ = 1 cm, and iSNRt = 0 dB. (a) PESQ scores and (b) STOI scores.

PESQ score with the aforementioned settings, which is of a
great contrast to the low PESQ scores of the same beamformer
with (1,1,8). Considering the reduction factors from the previous
part, these results may be explained as follows. When T60 is
low, the reverberations of the desired signal and interference are
less significant. Hence, the white noise amplification becomes
more considerable. As it is mitigated with the KP settings with
hMDF , hMWNG/MDF , and hMFBR with respect to the non-KP
settings, their corresponding time-domain enhanced signals are
of a higher quality. On the contrary, while with the (1,4,2) version
of hNS the white noise is even greater amplified, its preferable
DNR, RR, and IR values with respect to most or all of its
counterparts result in higher quality enhanced signals. Focusing
on the STOI scores in the T60 = 130 msec scenario, we observe
that indeed, the beamformers with the differential KP settings,
that is, (1,2,4) and (1,4,2), are of a better intelligibility, with
the latter outperforming the former. Increasing T60 to 250 msec
reduces the performance gap, whereas with T60 = 400 msec
the STOI scores are roughly equal with most combinations of
beamformers and array settings.
Considering all the presented beamformers and array settings, it is beneficial to conclude by proposing some design
rules of thumbs. For starters, one must choose an appropriate
beamformer type. For example, in case powerful directional
interferences are present hNS is likely to be preferred, and in
case it is desirable to substantially attenuate the array response

in the rear-half plane hMFBR should be chosen. Alternatively,
if the top-priority attribute of the array is white-noise attenuation hMWNG is an appropriate choice, whereas hMWNG/MDF
and hMDF should be considered if the array directivity is of
the highest significance. Then, one should determine the array
settings, with P being the more dominant parameter, whereas
Ma and Mb enable a finer tuning. That is, the value of P
sets a level of array directivity at the expanse of white-noise
sensitivity. Depending on the selection of beamformer type, the
values of Ma and Mb may either improve the array directivity
or white-noise attenuation. Nevertheless, the high flexibility of
this approach requires a careful design, as it is not guaranteed
that every differential KP combination of the array settings
(P, Ma , Mb ), that is, P > 0 and Ma , Mb > 1, would yield a
better choice than non-differential (P = 0) or non-KP (Ma = 1
or Mb = 1) settings.

C. Reverberant Simulations With Array Imperfections
In this part, we focus on the effects of two common types of array imperfections: deviation of the speech source incident angle
and misplacements of the array microphones. We maintain the
same simulation settings of Section VI-B, set T60 = 130 msec,
and analyze the performance of a subset of the previously
discussed beamformers with two array sizes.
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Fig. 8. Average PESQ and STOI scores of enhanced speech signals in the
three array imperfection scenarios described in the paper. We simulate three
differential KP beamformers with three different array settings (P, Ma , Mb ).
Simulation parameters: M = 5, T60 = 130 msec, δ = 1 cm, and iSNRt =
0 dB. (a) PESQ scores and (b) STOI scores.

Let us describe the two types of array imperfections. To
begin with, we move the desired speech signal source along
the x-axis to generate an incident angle of θs = 10o . In addition,
we simulate microphones misplacements by adding independent
normally-distributed values of zero mean and standard deviation
of 1 mm to each of the microphones positions along the y-axis.
Then, we compare the three following scenarios.
r Scen. (a): no array imperfections (reference scenario).
r Scen. (b): microphones misplacements but true speech
source incident angle.
r Scen. (c): microphones misplacements and deviation of the
speech source incident angle.
We examine the PESQ and STOI scores in each of these
scenarios with hMWNG , hMDF and hMWNG/MDF with two
array sizes: M = 5 and M = 9. In each, we show examples
of non-differential non-KP beamformers, differential non-KP
beamformers and differential KP beamformers. We note that
with the M = 9 array we maintain the same array settings as
above and show a subset of three out of five of them: (0,1,9),
(1,1,8), and (1,4,2). Additionally, we employ a M = 5 array
(formed by dropping the the first-two and last-two microphones
of the M = 9 array) as a practical example for small-size arrays.
With the latter, we use the following array settings: (0,1,5),
(1,1,4), and (1,2,2).
The PESQ and STOI scores with the M = 5 and M = 9
arrays are shown, respectively, in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. To begin
with, we observe that in the reference scenario, i.e., Scen. (a),
and with both arrays, the beamformers with the differential
KP settings outperform their counterparts in terms of both the
PESQ and STOI scores. In particular, the performance gap is
accentuated with hMDF and hMWNG/MDF . As we consider the
array imperfections of Scen. (b) and Scen. (c), we note that

Fig. 9. Average PESQ and STOI scores of enhanced speech signals in the
three array imperfection scenarios described in the paper. We simulate three
differential KP beamformers with three different array settings (P, Ma , Mb ).
Simulation parameters: M = 9, T60 = 130 msec, δ = 1 cm, and iSNRt =
0 dB. (a) PESQ scores and (b) STOI scores.

while the performances of all the presented beamformers slightly
degrade- the performance gap remains. We infer that even with
small arrays and practical imperfections the differential KP
approach may outperform the rest of the discussed approaches.
Finally, for the sake of completeness, we address the beampattern measure. As an example, we focus on the MWNG differential KP beamformer, hMWNG , with the six combinations of
array settings and sizes discussed in this part. The beampatterns
are plotted in Fig. 10. We observe that with the M = 5 array the
(0,1,5) version of hMWNG exhibits a supercardioid-like shape,
whereas its (1,1,4) and (1,2,2) versions exhibit a dipole-like
shape. Nevertheless, we observe that the back lobe with the
latter is roughly 5 dB lower than with the former, indicating a
preferable directivity. Examining the M = 9 array, we note that
the beampatterns of the (0,1,9) and (1,1,8) versions are, roughly,
similarly-shaped, but the latter offers a preferable directivity. On
the contrary, the (1,4,2) version exhibits a different beampattern
shape whose side lobe is significantly lower than the side lobes
of the over versions- a paramount attribute in scenarios of
substantial early reverberations.
VII. CONCLUSION
We have generalized the multistage differential beamforming
approach by applying a KP decomposition to a global differential beamformer, and independently optimizing the two
sub-beamformers. Previous non-differential or non-KP beamformers may be obtained by an appropriate selection of the array
settings parameters. We proposed five types of differential KP
beamformers and demonstrated that each may perform better
than previous approaches in terms of the WNG or DF measure
at the expense of the complementary measure, depending on the
array settings. This flexibility enables one to mitigate the white
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Fig. 10. Beampatterns of the MWNG differential KP beamformer, hMWNG ,
with six different array settings (P, Ma , Mb ), and two values of M . Simulation parameters: f = 2 kHz and δ = 1 cm. (a) M = 5; (P = 0, Ma =
1, Mb = 5), (b) M = 9; (P = 0, Ma = 1, Mb = 9), (c) M = 5; (P =
1, Ma = 1, Mb = 4), (d) M = 9; (P = 1, Ma = 1, Mb = 8); (e) M = 5;
(P = 1, Ma = 2, Mb = 2), and (f) M = 9; (P = 1, Ma = 4, Mb = 2).

noise amplification with the differential MDF, MWNG/MDF,
and MFBR beamformers or improve the directivity with the differential MWNG and NS beamformers. In addition, we showed
that signal reverberations are attenuated to the greatest extent
using the NS differential KP beamformer, whereas reverberations of a directional interference are equally attenuated using
the other beamformers with differential KP and differential
non-KP settings. Finally, we examined the average PESQ and
STOI scores of the respective time-domain enhanced signals
and demonstrated that both are higher with the new approach,
even under array imperfections. This is in particular true for
moderately reverberant environments.
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